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Wireless Communication 

Chapter 3  

The Cellular Concept –  

System Design Fundamentals 
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3.1  Introduction 

 The design objective of early mobile radio systems was to 

achieve a large coverage area by using a single, high powered 

transmitter with an antenna mounted on a tall tower. 

 This meant that it was impossible to reuse those same 

frequencies throughout the system. 
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 The cellular concept was a major breakthrough in solving the 

problem of spectral congestion and user capacity. 

 

 It enables a fixed number of channels to serve an arbitrarily 

large number of subscribers by reusing the channels 

throughout the coverage region. 
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3.2 Frequency Reuse  

 Cellular radio systems rely on an intelligent allocation and 

reuse of channels throughout a coverage region. 

 cell – allocated a group of radio channels. 

 frequency reuse or frequency planning. 

 center-excited cells  or  edge-excited cells. 

 If each cell is allocated a group of  k  channels, and if the S 

channels are divided among N cells into unique and disjoint 

channel groups, the total number of available radio channels 

can be expressed as 

S = kN  
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 The N cells which collectively use the complete set of 

available frequencies is called a cluster. 

 If a cluster is replicated M times within the system, the total 

number of duplex channels C (or capacity) is given by 

                   C = MkN = MS 

 The factor of N is called the cluster size and is typically equal 

to 4, 7, or 12.  

 The frequency reuse factor of a cellular system is given by 

1/N . 
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 N can only have values which satisfy Equation 
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 Finding the nearest co-channel neighbors of a particular cell 

(a) move i cells along any chain of hexagons and then 

(b) Turn 60 degrees counter-clockwise and move j cells. 

Example 3.1 

If a total of 33 MHz of bandwidth is allocated to particular FDD 

cellular telephone system which uses two 25 kHz simplex channels 

to provide full duplex voice and control channels, compute the 

number of channels available per cell if a system uses (a) four-cell 

reuse, (b) seven-cell reuse, and (c) 12-cell reuse. If 1 MHz of the 

allocated spectrum is dedicated to control channels, determine an 

equitable distribution of control channels and voice channels in each 

cell for each of the three systems. 
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Solution : 

Total bandwidth = 33 MHz 

Channel bandwidth = 25 kHz *2 simplex channels = 50 kHz 

Total available channels = 33000/50 = 660 channels. 

(a) N = 4,     660/4 = 165 

(b) N=7,      

(c) N=12, 

 

In practice, the control channel are allocated separately as 1 per 

cell 

957/660 

5512/660 
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3.3 Channel Assignment Strategies  

 The objectives of channel assignment strategies are to 

increase capacity and minimize interference. 

 Channel assignment strategies are classified as either fixed 

and dynamic. 

 In a fixed channel assignment strategy, each cell is allocated 

a predetermined set of voice channel. 

 If all the channels in that cell are occupied, the call is blocked. 

 A variation is the borrowing strategy. 
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 In a dynamic channel strategy, voice channels are not 

allocated to different cells permanently. 

 This  strategy reduces the likelihood of blocking. 

 Mobile switching center (MSC) must collect real-time data 

on channel occupancy, traffic distribution, and radio signal 

strength indications (RSSI) of all channels. 
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3.4 Handoff Strategies  

 When a mobile moves into a different cell while a 

conversation is in progress, the MSC automatically transfers 

the call to a new channel belonging to the new base station – 

involving  

(1) indentifying a new base station and 

(2) allocating channels associated with the new base    

station.  
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 Handoff –  

 high priority over call initiation requests 

 must be performed successfully 

 Infrequently 

 be imperceptible. 

 The margin                                         cannot be too large or 

too small. 

 

 usable minimumhandoff r  r  PP ＝
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 In deciding when to handoff, it is important to ensure that the 

drop in the measured signal level is not due to momentary 

fading. 

 Information about the vehicle speed is useful in handoff 

decisions. 

 Dwell time – The time over which a call may be maintained 

within a cell without handoff. 

 The statistics of dwell time are important in the practical 

design of handoff algorithm. 
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 In first generation analog cellular system, the locator receiver 

is used for handoff. 

 In second generation system, handoff decisions are mobile 

assisted – mobile assisted handoff (MAHO). 

 Intersystem handoff – different cellular systems – roamer. 
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3.4.1 Prioritizing Handoffs  

 Guard channel concept – can be used with dynamic channel 

assignment strategies to increase spectrum utilization. 

 Queuing of handoff – possible due to the fact that there is a 

finite time interval between handoff threshold time and call-

terminated time. 
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3.4.2 Practical Handoff Considerations  

 Several handoff schemes have been devised to handle the 

simultaneous traffic of high speed and low speed users – 

minimizing the handoff intervention from the MSC. 
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 Umbrella cell approach 
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 Another practical problem for low speed users is cell 

dragging. 

 Handoff speed – 1st generation : 10 s 

                               2nd generation :1~2 s 

 Handoff decision may also based on co-channel and adjacent 

channel interference. 

 The IS-95 code division multi access (CDMA) spread 

spectrum cellular system use soft handoff rather than hard 

handoff.  
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3.5 Interference and System Capacity  

 Source of interference include: another mobile in the same 

cell, a call in progress in a neighboring cell, other base station, 

any noncellular systems. 

 The two major types of system-generated cellular 

interference are co-channel interference and adjacent channel 

interference. 
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3.5.1 Co-channel Interference and System Capacity  

 Frequency reuse implies that in a given coverage area there 

are several cells that use the same set of frequencies. These 

cells are called co-channel cells. 

 The interference between signals from these cells is called 

co-channel interference. 

 To reduce co-channel interference, co-channel cells must be 

physically separated by a minimum distance. 
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 The co-channel interference ratio is a function of the radius of   

    the cell (R) and the distance between centers of the nearest    

    co-channel cell (D) . 

 D/R increased, co-channel interference decreased. 

 The co-channel reuse ratio is related to the cluster size. 

For a hexagonal geometry 

N
R

D
Q 3
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 Q   , capacity 

   Q   , co-channel interference 

   A trade-off must be made between these two objectives in 

actual cellular design. 

 The signal-to-interference ratio (S/I or SIR）for a mobile 

receiver can be expressed as  
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 The average received power      at a distance d is 

 

 

 

  or 

 

 

 where     is the power received at a distance      , and n is the 

path loss exponent (typically ranging between 2 and 4)   
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 For a seven-cell cluster 
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 SIR for the worst case can be approximated as 

 

 

 

  

 For N = 7, Q = 4.6         S/I = 17dB less than 18dB 

requirement. Hence, choose N = 9 

 This entails a significant decrease in capacity. From 1/7 

spectrum utilization to 1/9. 
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 In practice, a capacity reduction of 7/9 would not be tolerable 

to accommodate for the worst case situation which rarely 

occurs. 

Example 3.2 

If a signal-to-interference ratio of 15 dB is required for satisfactory 

forward channel performance of a cellular system, what is the 

frequency reuse factor and cluster size that should be used for 

maximum capacity if the path loss exponent is (a) n = 4, (b) n = 3? 

Assume that there are six co-channel cells in the first tier, and all of 

them are at the same distance from the mobile. Use suitable 

approximations. 
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Solution : 

(a) n = 4  

   let us consider a seven-cell reuse pattern. 

   Using Eq. (3.4), co-channel reuse ratio D/R = 4.583 

   Using Eq. (3.9), signal-to-noise interference ratio  

 

    N = 7 can be used. 

(b) n = 3 

 

    when N = 12, D/R = 6.0 

    

     so, N = 12 is used.   

dB 66.183.75)583.4()61(/ 4 IS

dB05.1204.16)583.4()61(/ 3 IS

dB56.1536)6()61(/ 3 IS
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3.5.2 Channel Planning for Wireless System 

 Typically, about 5% of the entire mobile spectrum is devoted 

to control channels (vital for initiating, requesting, or paging 

a call) , while 95% of the spectrum is dedicated to voice 

channel (carrying revenue – generating calls).  

 Since control channels are vital, the frequency reuse strategy 

for them is generally more conservative than for voice 

channels. In example 3.3, 21-cell reuse for control channels, 

whereas 7-cell reuse for voice channels. 
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3.5.3 Adjacent Channel Interference 

 Resulting from signals which are adjacent in frequency to the 

desired signal. 

 The near-far effect: a nearby transmitter captures the receiver 

of the subscriber or the base station. 

 Adjacent channel interference can be minimized through 

careful filtering and channel assignments. 

 A cell need not be assigned channels which are all adjacent in 

frequency. Neighboring cells avoid the use of adjacent 

channels. 
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Example 3.3 

 This example illustrates how channels are divided into subsets and 

allocated to different cells so that adjacent channel interference is 

minimized. 

 

 The United States AMPS system initially operated with 666 duplex 

channels. In 1989, the FCC allocated an additional 10 MHz (166 

channels) of spectrum for cellular services.  

 

 There are now 832 channels used in AMPS.  
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 The extended band has channels number as 667 through 799, 

and 990 through 1023. 
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 In order to encourage competition, the FCC licensed the channels 

to two competing operators in every service area. 

 The channels used by the two operators are distinguished as block 

A and block B channels. 

 Block B is operated by companies which have traditionally 

provided telephone services ( called wireline operators. 

 Block A is operated by companies that have not traditionally 

provided telephone services ( called nonwireline operators). 

 

 Out of the 416 channels used by each operator, 395 are voice 

channels and the remaining 21 are control channels. 

 Block A – voice channels  1~312, 667~716, 991~1023. 

      control channels  313~333. 

 Block B – voice channels  355~666, 717~799.  

     control channels  334~354. 
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 One control channel is provided for each bank of trunked voice 

channels.  

 

 For an AMPS system, a single cell is assigned a single control 

channel. 

 

 Thus,  control channels obey a 21-cell reuse scheme and are 

assigned over three clusters before being reused, even through the 

voice channels may be assigned using a seven-cell reuse scheme. 
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 Each of the 395 voice channels are divided into 21 subsets, each 

containing about 19 channels. 

 In each subset, the closest adjacent channel is 21 channels away. 

 In a seven-cell reuse system, each cell uses three subsets of 

channels.  

 This channel assignment scheme is illustrated in Table 3.2.  

 The total number of voice channels in a cell is about 57. 

 The shaded set of numbers correspond to the control channels. 
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3.5.4 Power Control for Reducing Interference 

 The power levels transmitted by every subscriber unit are 

under constant control by the serving base stations. 

 To ensure that each mobile transmits the smallest power 

necessary to maintain a good quality link on the reverse 

channel. 

 Prolong battery life and reduce the reverse channel S/I . 
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3.6 Trunking and Grade of Service 

 The concept of trunking allows a large number of user to 

share the relatively small number of channels in a cell by 

providing access to each user, on demand, from a pool of 

available channels. 

 A user is blocked,  i.e., denied access to the system. 

 In some system, a queue may be used to hold the requesting 

users until a channel becomes available. 
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 One Erlang represents the amount of traffic intensity carried 

by a channel that is completely occupied (i.e. one call-hour 

per hour or one call-minute per minute). 

 For example: 

  0.5 Erlangs of traffic – a radio channel that is   

   occupied for 30 minutes during an hour. 
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 The grade of service (GOS) is a measure of the ability of a 

user to access a trunked system during the busiest hour, and 

is typically given as the likelihood that a call is blocked, or 

the likelihood of a call experiencing  a delay greater than a 

certain queuing time.  
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TABLE 3.3   Definitions of Common Terms Used in    

 Trunking Theory 

Set-up Time – The time required to allocate a trunked radio channel 

 to a requesting user. 

 

Blocked Call –  Call which cannot be completed at time of request, 

    due to congestion. Also referred to as a lost call.  

 

Holding Time – Average duration of a typical call. Denoted by H  (in 

    seconds). 

 

Traffic Intensity – Measure of channel time utilization, which is the 

       average channel occupancy measured in Erlangs. 

       This is a dimensionless quantity and may be used 

       to measure the time utilization of single or       

       multiple channels. Denoted by A. 
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Load – Traffic intensity across the entire trunked radio system,      

 measured in Eelang. 

 

Grade of Service (GOS) – A measure of congestion which is      

         specified as the probability of a call being 

          blocked (for Erlang B), or the probability 

         of a call being delayed beyond a certain  

         amount of time (for Erlang C). 

 

Request Rate – The average number of call requests per unit time.  

              Denoted by  seconds1                     . 
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 Traffic intensity      of each user is given by 

 

 Total traffic intensity A for U users   

 

 Traffic intensity per channel       

 

 The maximum possible carried traffic is the total number of 

channels, C, in Erlangs. 
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 There are two types of trunked systems. 

(1) Blocked calls cleared:  

   This is known as an M/M/m/m queue and leads to the  

   derivation of the Erlang B formula.  
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 (2) Blocked calls delayed 

          Erlang C formula 
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 The GOS of a trunked system is given by 

 

 

 

 The average delay D for all calls is  

 

 

   where the average delay for those calls which are   

      queued  is given by H/(C-A) . 
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Example 3.4 

How many users can be supported for 0.5% blocking probability for 

the following number of trunked channels in a blocked calls cleared 

system? (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 20, (e) 100. Assume each user 

generates 0.1 Erlangs of traffic. 
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Solution : 

By using                 

(a)  

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e)  
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Example 3.5 

An urban area has a population of two million residents. Three 

competing trunked mobile networks (system A, B and C) provide 

cellular service in this area. System A has 394 cells with 19 channels 

each, system B has 98 cells with 57 channels each, and system C has 

49 cells, each with 100 channels. Find the number of users that can 

be supported at 2% blocking if each user averages two calls per hour 

at an average call duration of three minutes. Assuming that all three 

trunked systems are operated at maximum capacity, compute the 

percentage market penetration of each cellular provider. 
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Solution : 

System A: 

 

 

 

 

System B: 
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Solution : 

System C: 

 

43120cells 49880A System

8801.0/88

Erlangs 88  trafficcarried Total100,02.0

Erlangs 106032 user,per intensity  Traffic

0.022% blocking ofy probabilit
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Example 3.6 

A certain city has an area of 1300 square miles and is covered by a 

cellular system using a seven-cell reuse pattern. Each cell has a 

radius of four miles and the city is allocated 40 MHz of spectrum 

with a full duplex channel bandwidth of 60 kHz . Assume a GOS of 

2% for an Erlang B system is specified. If  the offered traffic per user 

is 0.03 Erlanges, compute  

(a) the number of cells is the service area, 

(b) the number of channels per cell,  

(c) traffic intensity of each cell,  

(d) the maximum carried traffic,  

(e) the total number of users that can be served for 2% GOS,  

(f) the number of mobiles per unique channel (where it is understood   

 that channels are reused)  

(g) the theoretical maximum number of users that could  be served at 

  one time by system.  
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Solution : 

(a)  

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e)   

    

Cells 311300/41.57 are cells ofnumber   totalThe

57.41(4)2.59812.5981 cell a of area The

miles 4radius cell miles, 1300area Total

C

22
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Solution : 

(f) 

 

(g)   

13086,800/666                                                   

channels ofer users/numb ofnumber channelper  mobiles ofNumber 





base.customer   theof 3.4% iswhich 

%4.3034.0800,86/2945

29453195
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Example 3.7 

A hexagonal cell within a four-cell system has a radius of 1.387 km. 

A total of 60 channels are used within the entire system. If the load 

per user is 0.029 Erlangs, and  = 1 call/hour, compute the following 

for an Erlang C system that has a 5% probability of a delayed call: 

 (a) How many users per square kilometer will this        

       system support? 

 (b) What is the probability that a delayed call will have        

       to wait for more than 10 s? 

  (c) What is the probability that a call will be delayed for more 

       than 10 seconds? 
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Solution : 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 
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Solution : 

(c)  

                 

2.81%0.56290.05                       

]|[]0[]10[
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 Trunking efficiency is a measure of the number of users 

which can be offered a particular GOS with a particular 

configuration of fixed channels. 

 

 From Table 3.4,  

10 channels at a GOS = 0.01 can support 4.46 Erlangs. 

Two groups of 5 channels can support 

           2*1.36 = 2.72 Erlangs 
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3.7 Improving Coverage and Capacity in 

Cellular Systems 

3.7.1 Cell Splitting 

 Cell splitting is the process of subdividing a congested cell 

into smaller cells. 

 Since it increases the number of times that channels are 

reused ( or decreases the cluster area ). Cell splitting 

increases the capacity of a cellular system. 

 Cell splitting generally does not upset the channel allocation 

scheme required to maintain the minimum co-channel reuse 

ratio Q between co-channel cells. 
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Example 3.8 

Consider Figure 3.9. Assume each base station uses 60 channels, 

regardless of cell size. If each original cell has a radius of  1 km and 

each microcell has a radius of 0.5 km, find the number of channels 

contained in a 3 km by 3 km square centered around A under the 

following conditions: 

(a) without the use of microcells;  

(b) when the lettered microcells as shown in Figure 3.9 are used; 

(c) if all the original base stations are replaced by microcells. 

Assume cells on the edge of the square to be contained within the 

square. 
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Solution : 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c)   
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 Antenna downtilting is often used to limit the radio coverage 

of newly formed microcells.  
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3.7.2 Sectoring 

 By decreasing the cell radius R and keeping the co-channel 

reuse ratio D/R unchanged, cell splitting increases the number 

of channels per unit area. 

 Another way to increase capacity is to keep the cell radius 

unchanged and seek methods to decrease the D/R ratio. 

 Sectoring increases SIR so that the cluster size may be 

reduced. 
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   S/I increases to 24.2 dB. 
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 The penalty from sectoring: 

an increased number of antennas at each base station. 

a decrease in trunkung efficiency due to the channel 

sectoring. 

the increased number of handoffs – usually is not a 

major concern. 

 Some operators shy away from sectoring approach, because it 

breaks up the available trunked pool into several small pools, 

and decreases trunking efficiency. 
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Example 3.9 

 Consider a cellular system in which an average call lasts two 

minutes, and the probability of blocking is to be no more than 1 %. 

 Assume that every subscriber makes one call per hour, on average. 

 If there are a total of 395 traffic channels for a seven-cell reuse 

system, there will be about 57 traffic channels per cell. 

 Assume that blocked calls are cleared so the blocking is described 

by the Erlang B distribution. 

 From the Erlang B distribution,  it can be found that the unsectored 

system may handle 44.2 Erlang or 1326 calls per hour.  
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Example 3.9 

 Now employing 120 sectoring, there are only 19 channels per 

antenna sector (57/3 antennas). 

 For the same probability of blocking and average call length, it can 

be found from the Erlang B distribution that each sector can handle 

11.2 Erlangs or 336 calls per hour. 

 Since each cell consists of three sectors, this provides a cell 

capacity of  3336 = 1008 calls per hour, which amounts to a 24% 

decrease when compared to the unsectored case. 

 Thus, sectoring decreases the trunking efficiency while improving 

the S/I for each user in the system.  
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Example 3.9 

 It can be found that using 60 sectors improves the S/I even more. 

 In this case, the number of first tier interferences is reduced from 

six to only one. This results in S/I = 29 dB for a seven-cell system 

and enables four-cell reuse. 

 Of course, using six sectors per cell reduces the  trunking efficiency 

and increases the number of necessary handoffs even more. 

 If the unsectored system is compared to the six sector case, the 

degradation in trunking efficiency can be shown to be 44%. (The 

proof of this is left as an exercise.) 
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3.7.3 Repeaters for Range Extension 

 Repeaters – to provide dedicated coverage for hard-to-reach 

areas, such as within buildings, or in valleys or tunnels. 
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3.7.4 A Microcell Zone Concept 

 When sectoring is employed, the increased number of 

handoffs results in an increased load in MSC. A solution to 

this problem is a Microcell Zone Concept. 
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 Antennas are placed at the outer edges of the cell. Each of the 

three zone sites are connected to a base station. Any base 

station channel may be assigned to any zone. 

 As a mobile travels from one zone to another within the cell, 

it retains the same channel. The base station simply switches 

the channel to a different zone site. 

 The advantage of the zone cell technique is that the co-

channel interference in the cellular system is reduced 

 4.6    7     18  D/RNdBS/I
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